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Abstract
We present a method for volume rendering of regular grids
which takes advantage of 3D texture mapping hardware currently available on graphics workstations. Our method produces accurate shading for arbitrary and dynamically changing directional lights, viewing parameters, and transfer functions. This is achieved by hardware interpolating the data
values and gradients before software classi cation and shading. The method works equally well for parallel and perspective projections. We present two approaches for our method:
one which takes advantage of software ray casting optimizations and another which takes advantage of hardware blending acceleration.
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1 Introduction
Volumetric data is pervasive in many areas such as medical diagnosis, geophysical analysis, and computational uid
dynamics. Visualization by interactive, high-quality volume rendering enhances the usefulness of this data. To
date, many volume rendering methods have been proposed
on general and special purpose hardware, but most fail to
achieve reasonable cost-performance ratios. We propose a
high-quality volume rendering method suitable for implementation on machines with 3D texture mapping hardware.
Akeley [1] rst mentioned the possibility of accelerating
volume rendering using of 3D texture mapping hardware,
speci cally on the SGI Reality Engine. The method is to
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store the volume as a solid texture on the graphics hardware,
then to sample the texture using planes parallel to the image
plane and composite them into the frame bu er using the
blending hardware. This approach considers only ambient
light and quickly produces unshaded images. The images
could be improved by volumetric shading, which implements
a full lighting equation for each volume sample.
Cabral et al. [3] rendered 51251264 volumes into a
512512 window (presumably with 64 sampling planes) in
0.1 seconds on a four Raster Manager SGI RealityEngine
Onyx with one 150MHz CPU. Cullip and Neumann [4]
also produced 512512 images on the SGI RealityEngine
(again presumably 64 sampling planes since the volume is
12812864) in 0.1 seconds. All of these approaches keep
time-critical computations inside the graphics pipeline at the
expense of volumetric shading and image quality.
Van Gelder and Kim [6] proposed a method by which
volumetric shading could be incorporated at the expense of
interactivity. 2Their shaded renderings of 256256113 volumes into 600 images with 1000 samples along each ray took
13.4 seconds. Their method is slower than Cullip and Neumann's and Cabral et al.'s because they must re-shade the
volume and reload the texture map for every frame because
the colors in the texture memory are view dependant.
Cullip and Neumann also described a method utilizing
the PixelFlow machine which pre-computes the x, y and z
gradient components and uses the texture mapping to interpolate the density data and the three gradient components.
(The latter is implemented partially
in hardware and partially in software on the 1282 SIMD pixel processors [5].)
All four of these values are used to compute Phong shaded
samples which are
composited in the frame bu er. They predicted that 2563 volume could be rendered at over 10Hz into
a 640x512 image with 400 sample planes. Although this is
the rst proposed solution to implement full Phong lighting
functionality, it has never been realized (as far as we know)
because it would require 43 processor cards, a number which
can not easily t into a standard workstation chassis [4].
Sommer et al. [13] described a method to render 1283
volumes at 4002 resolution with 128 samples per ray in 2.71
seconds. They employ a full lighting equation by computing
a smooth gradient from a second copy of the volume stored
in main memory. Therefore, they do not have to reload the
texture maps when viewing parameters change. However,
this rendering rate is for isosurface extraction; if translucent
projections are required, it takes 33.2 seconds for the same
rendering. They were the rst to propose to resample the
texture volume in planes parallel to a row of image pixels so
that a whole ray was in main memory at one time. They
mention the potential to also interpolate gradients with the
hardware.
All of these texture map based methods either non-
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Figure 1: Three architectures for texture map based volume rendering: (a) Our architecture, (b) Traditional architecture of
Van Gelder and Kim, and (c) Ideal architecture of Van Gelder and Kim. The thick lines are the operations which must be
performed for every frame.
interactively recompute direction-dependent shading each
time any of the viewing parameters change, compute only
direction-independent shading, or compute no shading at
all. Our method shades every visible sample with viewdependent lighting at interactive rates.
We do not adapt the ray casting algorithm to t within
the existing graphics pipeline, which would compromise the
image quality. Instead, we only utilize the hardware where
it provides run time advantages, but maintain the integrity
of the ray casting algorithm. For the portions of the volume
rendering pipeline which can not be performed in graphics
hardware (speci cally shading) we use the CPU.
In volume rendering by ray casting, data values and gradients are estimated at evenly spaced intervals along rays
emanating from pixels of the nal image plane. Resampling these data values and gradients is often the most time
consuming task in software implementations. The texture
mapping hardware on high-end graphics workstations is designed to perform resampling of solid textures with very high
throughput. We leverage this capability to implement high
throughput density and gradient resampling.
Shading is the missing key in conventional texture map
based volume rendering. This is one of the reasons that pure
graphics hardware methods su er from lower image quality than software implementations of ray-casting. For highquality images, our method implements full Phong shading
using the estimated surface normal (gradient) of the density.
We pre-compute the estimated gradient of the density and
store it in texture memory. We also pre-compute a lookup
table (LUT) to store the e ect of an arbitrary number of
light sources using full Phong shading.
The nal step in volume rendering is the compositing, or
blending, of the color samples along each ray into a nal image color. Most graphics systems have a frame bu er with
an opacity channel and ecient blending hardware which
can be used for back-to-front compositing. In the next section we present our architecture, in Sec. 3 we present our
rendering optimization techniques, in Sec. 4 we compare our
method to existing methods, in Sec. 5 we present our parallel implementation, and nally in Sec. 6 we give our results
and draw conclusions.

2 Architectural Overview
Fig. 1(a) shows our architecture in which density and gradients are loaded into the texture memory once and resampled

by the texture hardware along rays cast through the volume.
The sample data for each ray (or slice) is then transferred
to a bu er in main memory and shaded by the CPU. The
shaded samples along a ray are composited and the nal
pixels are moved to the frame bu er for display. Alternatively within the same architecture, the shaded voxels can
be composited by the frame bu er.
Fig. 1(b) shows the architecture that is traditionally used
in texture map based shaded volume rendering. One of the
disadvantages of this architecture is that the volume must
be re-shaded and re-loaded every time any of the viewing
parameters changes. Another problem with this method is
that RGB values are interpolated by the texture hardware.
Therefore, when non-linear mappings from density to RGB
are used, the interpolated samples are incorrect. We present
a more detailed comparison of the various methods in Sec. 4.
In Fig. 1(c), Van Gelder and Kim's [6] Ideal architecture
is presented. In this architecture, the raw density and volume gradients are loaded into the texture memory one time
only. The density and gradients are then interpolated by the
texture hardware and passed to a post-texturing LUT. The
density values and gradients are used as an index into the
LUT to get the RGB values for each sample. The LUT
is based on the current view direction and can be created
using any lighting model desired (e.g., Phong) for any level
of desired image quality. This method solves the problems
of the current architecture including pre-shading the volume
and interpolating RBG values. However, a post-texturing
LUT would need to be indexed by the local gradient which
would require an infeasibly large LUT (see Sec. 2.2).

2.1 Sampling

Ray casting is an image-order algorithm, which has the
drawback of multiple access of voxel data, since sampling
within the dataset usually requires the access of eight or
more neighboring data points [2, 11]. Ray casting using texture mapping hardware the multiple voxel accesses by using
the hardware to perform the resampling.
Graphics pipelines work on primitives, or geometric
shapes de ned by vertices. Traditionally, volume rendering
has been achieved on texturing hardware systems by orienting polygons parallel to the image plane and then compositing these planes into the frame bu er as in Fig. 2.
Because of the way that the texture hardware interpolates
values, the size of the original volume does not adversely affect the rendering speed of texture map based volume ren-

than computing the LUT. If the table is to be indexed by
only four parameters (G , G , G , density value) then the
table would need to be recomputed every time any light or
viewing parameter changed, or every frame in the usual case.
Trade-o s could occur to also use eye and light position as
indices, but the table is already much too large. Reducing
the precision brings the table downn to a much more manageable size. However, that deteriorates the image quality.
Fig. 3(a) shows a sphere generated with an 8-bit xed-point
Phong calculation and Fig. 3(b) with a 4-index Phong LUT
with 5-bits per index and 8-bit values. Five bits is about
the largest that
can be considered for a manageable lookup
table since 324 4Bytes = 4 MBytes.
Fortunately, with the Phong lighting model it is possible
to reduce the size of the LUT by rst normalizing the gradient and using a Re ectance Map [14].2 With this method,
the Phong shading contribution for 6n2 surface normals is
computed. They are organized as six n tables that 2map to
the six sides of a cube with each side divided into n equal
patches. Each sample gradient vector G
is normalized
by its maximum component to form G
, where index
ennumerates the six major directions. A direct lookup returns RGB intensities which are modulated with the object
color to form the shaded sample intensity.
Trade-o s in image quality and frame rate occur with the
choice of shading implementation. We have chosen to implement re ectance map shading because it delivers good image
quality with fast LUT creation and simple lookup.
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Figure 2: Polygon primitives for texture based volume rendering when the nal image is oriented parallel to one of the
faces of the volume
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Figure 3: Sphere rendered using (a) 8-bit xed-point Phong
shading calculations, and (b) with a 5-bit, 4-index LUT
derers. Instead, the image size and number of samples along
each ray dictate how many texture map resamplings are
computed. This is true as long as the volume data ts in
the texture memory of the graphics system. A typical highend graphics system is equipped with 64 3MBytes of texture
memory which holds volumes up to 256 with 32-bits per
voxel. Newer hardware supports fast paging between main
and texture memory for higher virtual texture memory than
is physically available [12, 8].

2.2 Shading Options

The 3-4 parameter LUT presented by all three architectures
in Fig. 1 is used to optimize the computation of the lighting
equation for shading of samples. The LUT summarizes the
contribution of ambient, di use, and specular shading for
every gradient direction in the LUT.
We present alternatives to compute the shading of the
re-sampled points along the rays. Van Gelder and Kim implied that a 3-4 parameter LUT within the graphics pipeline
could be used. Even if there were only four viewing parameters4 to consider, four 8-bit indices into a LUT would mean
256 = 4 Gigaentries in the table. Since this is an RGB
table it would consume 16 GBytes of memory. Furthermore,
it would require 4 Gigacalculations to compute the LUT.
If the same calculations were used on the resampled data,
then a 400400256 projection of a volume could be shaded
with 40 Megacalculations, or two orders of magnitude less

To be able to compute accurately shaded volumes we precompute the G , G and G central di erence gradient values at each voxel position. Our voxel data type is then four
8-bit values which we load into an RGB type texture map,
although the elds are really three gradient values and raw
density. These gradient values are then interpolated along
with the raw density values to the sample positions by the
3D texture mapping hardware. Assuming a piecewise linear
gradient function, this method produces the same gradient
values at the sample locations as if gradients themselves were
computed at unit voxel distances from the sample point. The
gradient computation needs to occur only once for any volume of data being rendered, regardless of changes in the
viewing parameters. Since the gradients are processed o line, we have chosen to compute high-quality Sobel gradients
at the expense
of speed. Computing gradients serially o line for a 2563 volume takes 12 seconds on a 200MHz CPU.
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3 Rendering Optimization Techniques
Software ray casting algorithms enjoy speedup advantages
from several di erent optimization techniques; we consider
two of them. The rst is space leaping, or skipping over
areas of insigni cant opacity. In this technique, the opacity
of a given sample (or area of samples) is checked before any
shading computations are performed. If the opacity is under
some threshold, the shading and compositing calculations
are skipped because the samples minimally contribute to the
nal pixel color for that ray.
A second optimization technique employed by software
ray casting is the so-called early ray termination. In this
technique, only possible in front-to-back traversal, the sampling, shading and compositing operations are terminated
once the ray reaches full opacity. In other words, the ray has
reached the point where everything behind it is obscured by
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Figure 4: Polygon primitives for texture based volume rendering with rows of rays using the Planes method
other objects closer to the viewer. Since we are using the
hardware to perform all interpolations, we can only eliminate shading and compositing operations. However, these
operations typically dominate the rendering time.
Below, we propose two methods to apply these optimization techniques to speed up the computation of accurately
shaded volume rendering utilizing texture mapping hardware.

3.1 Planes: Compositing on the CPU

Previous texture map based volume rendering methods resample a volume by dispatching polygons down the graphics
pipeline parallel to the image plane. The textured polygons
are then blended into the frame bu er without ever leaving the graphics hardware [1, 7, 3, 4, 6]. Fig. 2 shows the
common polygon resampling direction.
In contrast, since we propose to shade the samples in the
CPU and take advantage of the two optimization techniques
discussed earlier, we wish to have all the samples for a ray in
the main memory at one time. For this reason we have chosen an alternative order for accessing the resampling functionality of the 3D texture map hardware. Polygons are
forwarded to the graphics pipeline oriented in such a way
that they are coplaner with the rays that would end up being a row of pixels in the nal image plane. Fig. 4 shows the
polygon orientation for this method.
Once the data has been loaded back into the main memory, the raw density value, and three gradient components
are extracted and used in a re ectance map computation
to generate the Phong shaded RGB for each sample. The
samples are composited front-to-back taking advantage of
early ray termination and skipping over low opacity samples.
Similar to the shear-warp approach [10], the composition is
now an orthogonal projection with no more resampling. The
ray composition section is therefore computed as quickly as
in the shear-warp approach. In fact, this method can be
viewed as resembling the shear-warp method where we let
the texture mapping hardware perform the shearing and perspective scaling. Furthermore, our method does not require
a nal warp since the planes are already resampled into image space. This not only speeds up the total processing over
shear-warp, but removes a ltering step and thus, results in
higher image quality. Algorithm 1 renders a volume using
the Planes method.

end if
end while

Store ray color in previous row of image

end loop

Read next plane from frame buffer into memory

end loop

Shade and composite final plane as above

Algorithm 1: Planes method for texture map based volume
rendering
Notice that we interlace the CPU and graphics hardware
computation by initiating the texture mapping calculations
for scanline y + 1 before doing the shading and compositing
on scanline y in the CPU.
Table 1 presents rendering times for various volumes and
image sizes. The Translucent Solid is a 643 volume that is
homogenous and translucent with a 1=255 opacity. This establishes a baseline of how long it takes to process an entire
volume. Since there are no transparent voxels, every sample
is shaded (i.e., the low opacity skipping optimization is not
utilized). Additionally, the rays do not reach full opacity for
191 samples inside this volume, so for most cases in the table,
the early ray termination optimization does not take e ect.
The Translucent Sphere is a radius 332 sphere of 4=255 opacity in the center of a transparent 64 volume. In this volume,
the e ect of the low opacity skipping optimization becomes
apparent. The Opaque Sphere is the same sphere, but with
a uniform opacity of 255=255. This is the rst volume to
take advantage of early ray termination and the rendering
times re ect that. These rst three volumes were created as
theoretical test cases. The next three MRI and CT scanned
volumes are representative of the typical workload of a volume rendering system. All three of these contain areas of
translucent \gel" with other features inside or behind the
rst material encountered. Renderings of the Lobster, MRI
Head, Silicon and CT Head datasets on a four processor SGI
Onyx2 are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
The image sizes cover a broad range (most are included
for comparison to other methods; see Sec. 4). The number
of samples along each ray is also included because the run
time of image-order ray casting is typically proportional to
the number of samples computed and not the size of the
volume.
To show this, we rendered the Opaque Sphere as a
323 volume in3 0.13 seconds, as a 643 volume in 0.13 seconds,
and as a 128 volume
also in 0.13 seconds (for all of these
we rendered 1002 images with 100 samples per ray using the
Planes method).

3.2 Blend: Compositing in the Frame Bu er

When we tested and studied the performance of the system
we noticed that, depending on the volume data and transfer

Image Size
 Samples
per Ray
1282 84
2002 VolDepth
2002 200
4002 128
5122 VolDepth

Translucent Translucent Opaque Lobster Silicon
MRI
CT
Solid
Sphere
Sphere
Head
Head
643
643
643
1282 64 128322 642562 1282 113
1.04
0.54
0.19
0.24
0.48
0.36
0.20
1.90
0.99
0.35
0.31
0.52
1.27
0.48
5.55
2.69
0.73
1.22
2.21
1.76
0.67
13.19
6.10
1.84
2.78
5.98
4.53
1.84
11.96
6.15
1.94
1.88
3.06
7.99
2.81
Table 1: Renderings rates in seconds for the Planes method
Load texture rotation matrix
Resample furthest slice into frame buffer
Read furthest slice from frame buffer into memory

loop over

all remaining slices back-to-front

Resample next slice into frame buffer

loop over all samples in previous
if sample opacity > threshold

slice

Lookup shade in reflectance map
Write shade back into buffer

else

Write clear back into buffer

end if
end loop

Blend slice buffer into frame buffer
Read next slice from frame buffer into memory

end loop

Shade and Blend nearest slice as above

Algorithm 2: Blend method for texture map based volume
rendering
Figure 5: CT scanned Lobster dataset
with a translucent shell
rendered in 0.26 seconds at 2002 resolution (also in the color
section)

Figure 6: MRI scanned Head dataset showing
internal brain
structures rendered in 0.43 seconds at 2002 resolution (also
in the color section)

function, there was still a substantial amount of time spent
in the compositing portion of the algorithm. In fact, we
found that the number of samples per ray before reaching
full opacity and terminating is proportional to the time spent
compositing. We propose to composite using the blending
hardware of the graphics hardware by placing the shaded
images back into the frame bu er and specifying the over
operator. Of course, this requires that we return to using
polygons that are parallel to the nal image plane as in Fig 2.
In this method, we can employ the optimization of skipping
over low opacity samples by not shading empty samples.
However, since the transparency values reside in the frame
bu er's channel and not in main memory, we can not
easily tell when a given ray has reached full opacity and can
not directly employ early ray termination without reading
the frame bu er. Algorithm 2 renders a volume using this
Blend method.
Notice that we now resample along slices rather than
planes. Also, there are two frame bu ers, one for the slices
of samples and another for the blending of shaded images.
Since compositing is not performed in software, it is quicker
than the Planes algorithm. However, because of the added
data transfer back to the graphics pipeline for blending into
the the frame bu er, and the fact that shading is performed
for all voxels, this method does not always produce faster
rendering rates.
Considering Table 2, the Blend method always produces
better rendering rates for the rst two columns, due to the
fact that here the volumes are \fully translucent". In other
words, since the rays never reach full opacity, the early termination optimization that the Planes method typically uti-

Image Size
 Samples
per Ray
1282 84
2002 VolDepth
2002 200
4002 128
5122 VolDepth

Translucent Translucent Opaque Lobster Silicon
MRI
CT
Solid
Sphere
Sphere
Head
Head
643
643
643
1282 64 128322 642562 1282 113
0.83
0.48
0.48
0.26
0.46
0.35
0.29
1.48
0.88
0.83
0.23
0.38
1.21
0.84
4.64
2.63
2.66
1.31
2.50
1.83
1.49
11.30
5.40
3.19
3.04
5.13
13.49
3.44
9.29
5.46
5.14
1.32
2.36
7.26
4.68
Table 2: Rendering rates in seconds for the Blend method

Figure 7: Silicon dataset ythrough showing
translucent
surfaces rendered in 0.29 seconds at 2002 resolution (also
in the color section)

lizes is unavailable. Since both methods must shade the same
number of voxels and composite every sample on every ray,
letting the graphics hardware perform this compositing is the
quickest. However, for the Opaque Sphere the Planes method
is always faster. This is because 78.5% of the rays intersect
the sphere and the optimization from early ray termination
is greater than the time gained from not performing compositing. We notice for the three \real" volumes, the Blend
method is quicker when the number of samples along each
ray is equal to the number of voxels in that dimension of the
volume. When the sampling rate is close to the resolution
of the image, the excessive slices that must be shaded and
returned to the frame bu er again allow the early ray termination optimization in the Planes method to out-perform
the Blend method.
In theory, which method would be optimal can be determined from the desired rendering parameters, volume density histogram, and transfer function. For a more opaque
volume, the Planes method always produces better rendering rates. For transparent volumes, if there are many slices
to render, the Planes method is usually quicker, while if
there are few slices the Blend method is the better of the
two. Yet in practice, we feel it may prove to be dicult
to determine how \few" and \many" are de ned. For this
reason, we prefer the Planes method, since it is faster for all
opaque volumes and for some of the translucent volumes.

4 Comparison to Other Methods

Figure 8: CT scanned Head dataset
showing bone structures
rendered in 0.44 seconds at 2002 resolution (also in the color
section)

Here we compare the performance of our rendering algorithm
to others presented in the literature, in terms of both image
quality and rendering rates. The image quality comparisons
point out quality trade-o s as they relate to lighting methods. We noticed in our testing on di erent volumes, that
the number of samples more accurately determined the run
time of the algorithm than simply the volume size. For this
reason we have included image sizes and sample counts in
our runtime tables (see Tables 1 and 2). We also noticed
that the volume data and transfer functions greatly in uence rendering rates. For our method this is probably more
of an e ect because we are utilizing runtime optimization
techniques whose performance directly relies on the volume
data and transfer functions.
Our Planes method renders the Lobster at a sampling resolution of 51251264 in 1.88 seconds. Our method is 19
times slower than the method of Cabral et al. However,
their method does not employ directional shading or even
view independent di use shading. This is a major limitation to their method since shading cues are highly regarded
as essential to visual perception of shape and form. Our implementations with full Phong lighting with ambient, di use
and specular components produces a much higher quality
image.

In comparison to Cullip and Neumann [4], our method
is again slower. Cullip and Neumann achieve better image
quality than Cabral et al. by computing a gradient coecient that is used to simulate di use highlights. This still
is not as high an image quality as our full Phong lighting,
and if the light geometry changes with respect to the volume, Cullip and Neumann's texture maps must be recomputed. Therefore, if the viewing geometry is dynamic, then
our method obtains higher quality images, including specular highlights, at faster rates.
Our method produces an image of Opaque Sphere in 1.84
seconds with the Planes method, faster than Sommer et
al.'s [13] isosurface rendering. For a translucent rendering of
the Lobster our Planes method runs 12 times faster in 2.78
seconds. The image quality of both methods is equivalent
since they both compute full lighting e ects. As Sommer
et al. pointed out, storing the gradients in the texture map
has the disadvantage of limiting the size of the volume that
can be rendered without texture paging, so our frame rate
is limited by the amount of available texture memory, like
all other texture map based methods.
Although Lacroute's shear-warp [9] is not a texture map
based approach, we include a comparison, since it is one
of the quickest methods for rendering with a full accurate
lighting model on a workstation class machine. For example,
shear-warp produces fully shaded monochrome renderings at
a rate of 10 Hz, but, this is a parallel version of shear-warp
running on a 32 processor SGI Challenge. Lacroute reports
that a 12812884 volume can be rendered in 0.24 seconds
on one processor. Our Planes method renders a 1282 image of the Opaque Sphere with 84 samples per ray in 0.19
seconds and the Lobster in 0.24 seconds. Our parallel implementation runs even faster (see Sec. 5). Since shear-warp
must generate three copies of a compressed data structure
per classi cation, interactive segmentation is not possible as
is with our method. Shear-warp performs classi cation before bilinear resampling, whereas our method performs trilinear interpolation followed by classi cation. Additionally,
our method performs arbitrary parallel and perspective projections in the same time while shear-warp takes up to four
times longer for perspective projections.

5 Parallel Implementation
We have parallelized the Planes algorithm on a four processor Onyx 2 worksatition with In nite Reality graphics. We
constructed a master-slave model for the parallel processing
where the master process implements the texture mapping
interface to the graphics hardware and once a plane of orthogonal rays is resampled by the hardware, the work is
farmed to a slave process for the raycasting. We use the
shared memory symmetric multi-processor (SMP) functionality of the Onyx 2 and IRIX 6.4 operating system. The best
speedup we can achieve with the parallel version is bound
by the time it takes to perform the texture mapping for all
the planes. This is because the texture mapping computation must be performed sequentially since there is only one
graphics pipeline.
Figure 9(a) shows the rendering rates for one to four processors for various volumes. For all cases we rendered 1282
images with 84 samples per ray. The time to perform the
texture mapping of 128 12884 planes is 0.12 seconds as
shown on the graph. As can be seen, the rendering rates
approach this theoretical best rendering time. Figure 9(b)
presents speedup curves for the same datasets. The Opaque
Sphere dataset is the rendered the fastest. However, it also

achieves the poorest speedup because it quickly approaches
the limit for raw rendering time imposed by the sequential
texture mapping. On the other end of the spectrum, the
Translucent Sphere achieves the best speedup performance
although it su ers from the slowest rendering rates. This is
because the CPU bound raycasting portion of the computation is the dominant percentage of the sequential time for
this dataset. The Lobster dataset is representative of volume rendering applications and shows results between the
two extremes.
Given enough processors, any dataset will eventually be
limited by the time to perform the texture mapping. The
number of processors required to reach this limit depends
on the time it takes for the CPU portion (raycasting) of
the algorithm to run and the fact that that portion relies
heavily on software data dependant optimizations. The limit
is reached when the number of processors is equal to T =T ,
where T is the time to perform the raycasting for one plane
on the CPU and T is the time to texture map one plane in
the graphics hardware.
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6 Results and Conclusions
We have presented a method for high-quality rendering
of volumetric datasets which utilizes the 3D texture map
hardware currently available in graphics workstations. The
method produces images whose quality is not only comparable to that of accurate software ray casting, but also the
highest quality method currently available, at a substantially
faster frame rate than that of software ray casting. Other
methods achieve higher frame rates than ours, but either
lack shading, lack directional shading, or require multiple
processors.
Our method is accelerated by multiple processors, although the speedup is limited by the throughput of the serial graphics pipeline. Although shear-warp achieves higher
rendering rates for multiprocessor machines, our method is
faster on typical graphics workstations with 3D texture mapping and also supports interactive classi cation.
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